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LETTERS

From a Mexican Soldier at My Father's.

Dear Sir... The soldier in my country, the soldier, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever)

The Military.—The military is the backbone of any society. The military, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever)

The Engineer.—The engineer is the backbone of any society. The engineer, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever)

The Educator.—The educator is the backbone of any society. The educator, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever)

The Publisher.—The publisher is the backbone of any society. The publisher, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever)

The Musician.—The musician is the backbone of any society. The musician, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever the miseries and the limitations of his life, whatever)

NOTE.—The soldier is now de-
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CARY SAFE COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS OF PATENT SAFE DEVICES. J. M. BURGESS, Agent, 158 High St., Columbus, O. M."}

"Highest Award in World's Fair. Railroad Chicago.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

R. C. BOYD'S Groceries and Hardware Store.

HARDIN, KY.

VULCAN CHILLED PLOWS. Farming Implements and Field Seeds.

Samantha at the World's Fair.

Wise men say it is better to call it as you see it.

Land and House Dealers.

EXCURSIONS TO THE COTHER AND SHILEY'S CURE. 50 cents each way.

MANNWOOD RESTORED.
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As fok back as 1832 I accident-but one person that had learned the secret of snakes baying claws. a snake’s life that this secret can as a crab when comes out of his

These claws are as fine and as size and looks. The male snake mating. Like many qther living which is in May, when they are small head and sparkling eyes. a clear track. The female snake that no snake, and few horses in May and lay their eggs in June, breast.

never leave the neighborhood of sun; and at a moment’s warning this performance is kept up until rogues; they rob all the hens’ nests... I once foiled a he was a sight to look at. Only to think of a snake swallowing a out of my way. And what do you...

It was not John Ipx of Brienaburg. there was not much fun on my top of a large scrubby oak tree surveying the track a spell I con-

which took me fully one hour to have never been able to find out a snake gains hi cloths hanging on the briers from Atkins, Mo., ' was traveling in nothing else. It never fails. For it, and as it was a good joke on... just as though the typewriter girls’... required, and always keep a bottle—four bottles in all—as oceasion.

For a quarter of a century Dr. W. B. Denny, dairyman, New have been in use, and last season there were some valuable improvements made on all steel plows by

We will sell you anything in the Vehicle line for less money than you can buy it direct from the factory. We mean what we say.

The readers of this paper will in all diseases of throat, chest anti so universal setisfaction is no

The nature in doing its work. The... lain’s Cough remedy famous. It is intended especially for coughs, of its cures have made Chamber-

The Cures BURNS, Scalds and Ulceration arid Nothing has ever been produced to

write. Other Remedies have failed; ‘especially is women.” •

Have been in use, and last season there were some valuable improvements made on all steel plows by.
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